[***Feedback***](http://www.newscientist.com/topic/feedback){#interrefs10} *is our weekly column of bizarre stories, implausible advertising claims, confusing instructions and more*

Positive beauty of laboratory tests {#cesec10}
===================================

BABELFISH, in Douglas Adams\'s masterpiece *The Hitchhiker\'s Guide to the Galaxy*, were small animals that you put in your ear to translate all languages. They thus "caused more and bloodier wars than anything else", Adams said. Feedback suspects Google Translate has some way to go to be credited with even a small war.

Journalists have been struggling to piece together what is happening with MERS, the scary coronavirus that at the time of writing had infected 163 people and killed 71. Most of the cases have been in Saudi Arabia, but epidemiological reports issuing from the country are scarce.

So enterprising non-Arab-speaking journalists have been machine-translating reports in papers such as *Al Arabiya --* and discovering headlines such as "[Medical tests prove the innocence of the beauty of the 'Corona' yet](http://www.alarabiya.net/ar/saudi-today/2013/11/29/%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B2%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D8%AD%D9%84%D9%8A%D9%84-%D8%A3%D8%AB%D8%A8%D8%AA-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%A1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84-%D9%85%D9%86-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7-%D8%AD%D8%AA%D9%89-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A2%D9%86.html){#interrefs20}". This article goes on, according to Google, to say that the quest for "scientific knowledge of whether beauty is causing virus, Corona" has "demonstrated a positive beauty of the initial laboratory tests".

One thing Google has not properly twigged is that the Arabic word for "beauty" can have the same spelling as that for "camel". A camel had antibodies to MERS. Not nearly as much fun, put like that.

"Royal Mail in the UK [informed Andrew Bristow](http://www.lastpostingdates.co.uk/royal-mail-last-posting-dates-for-christmas-2013.html){#interrefs30} that Special Delivery items to arrive by 25 December 2013 must be posted before Monday 30 December 2013. That\'s truly special!"

Cyclic sense {#cesec20}
============

CTC, the UK national cycling charity, informed Ken Hawkins that it "questions the utility of gadgets such as Cycle Alert, a device that warns bus drivers of the proximity of cyclists currently being tested at the University of York". Tip to cyclists: enrol for testing at York and you\'ll be fine.

Tip to cycling charity: commas do matter.

Olfactorithmetic qualification {#cesec30}
==============================

MANY respectable news sources suffered extreme red faces in December, having faithfully reported the [World Health Organization\'s assertion](http://www.euro.who.int/en/publications/abstracts/review-of-social-determinants-and-the-health-divide-in-the-who-european-region.-final-report){#interrefs40} that half of new HIV infections in Greece were self-inflicted in desperation to gain €700 a month in benefits. *New Scientist* was among those which had to issue corrections (7 December 2013, p 33) when the WHO [withdrew that line](http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/hivaids/news/news/2013/11/correction-to-hiv-case-study-in-greece-featured-in-whoeurope-report-on-social-determinants-of-health){#interrefs50}, blaming "an error in the editing".

Indeed. Feedback has, wearing other hats, organised lectures for journalists on how to avoid such mistakes. We propose here that the long-term preventative for such errors would be universal schooling in olfactorithmetic.

What\'s that, you ask? We define it as the ability to glance at a document and announce "This number smells wrong". It is not necessarily correlated with the ability to show workings as to why it\'s wrong. Those who have cultivated olfactorithmetic abilities may need to ask a colleague to calculate, but often the numbers their noses identify turn out to stink.

In the year 2525... {#cesec40}
===================

TRAWLING for scheduled events in science next year, a colleague was delighted to discover that [2014 is the International Year of Crystallography, and also of Family Farming and Small Island Developing States](http://www.timeanddate.com/year/){#interrefs60}. Another colleague idly typed "2014" into the address bar of the Firefox browser, only to be informed that "The server at 2014 is taking too long to respond." Feedback, subvocalising the 1969 hit [*In the year 2525*](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izQB2-Kmiic){#interrefs70}, tried that year: it took a little longer to produce the same message.

Wikipedia has many pages about future years. A century hence they include only astronomical events, science fiction and [architectural fiction](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shimizu_Mega-City_Pyramid){#interrefs80}. Pages exist for millennia -- such as [en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5000s](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5000s){#interrefs90} -- but those for the seventh and subsequent millennia [have been deleted](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7000s){#interrefs100}. What do the editors know that science doesn\'t?

Either you like this shirt, or you don\'t, or... {#cesec50}
================================================

FEEDBACK\'S search for "there are *x* kinds of people..." T-shirts has staggered toward purer and purer logic. We started with shirts based on binary arithmetic (16 March) stating "there are 10 types of people..." and went via arithmetic in other bases (11 May) to the foundations of numbers in set theory (8 June).

Now Ben Strulo suggests a shirt reading: "There are three kinds of people in the world: those who believe in the law of the excluded middle and those who do not."

The fundamental law to which this refers is attributed to the philosopher Aristotle, and insists that any logical sentence or proposition is either true or false, with no intermediate possibilities. Perhaps it\'s just as well if you read this too late to get seasonal gifts made up?

Pre-loved paper {#cesec60}
===============

SEEKING to buy some A4 paper pads, Peter Duffell was amused that [Amazon.com](http://Amazon.com){#interrefs110} offered him "new or used". Like him, we are wondering whether we get "a choice on the previous owners of used paper -- which could be entertaining and lucrative".

Happy New Year {#cesec70}
==============

FINALLY, it is time for us to thank the thousands of readers who have written to us over the past year. It is impossible for us to print all your stories or respond to all of your witty comments, but we are always glad to hear from you and there would be no Feedback without you.

A happy new year to you all.
